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1. Introduction 

•  Disciplines evolve over time 

•  Associations like ERES need to track this evolution  
–  support and adjust to emerging themes 

•  How can we identify those changes? 
–  How substantial are they? 

•  Which topics are rising? Which topics are declining? 

»                                             [See Maier/Martens ERES2017-Delft] 



2. Data sources 

•  Records of the ERES conferences 2012-2017 as stored 
in the "conf-vienna" database  
–  Submission environment for the annual conference 
–  Representation of the scholarly discussion 

•  Statistics: Titles and abstracts of all accepted papers to 
these annual conferences  
–  1,780 papers - 452,074 words - 15,399 different words  
–  Every word is repeated 29.47 times in average 
–  Most frequent word “the” is found 32,000 times  



MySQL-view 



3. Text mining 

•  An analytical method based on text rather than numbers 

•  The method is dependent on language 

•  It needs to take into account – to some extent – the 
complexity of languages: 

–  Text structure (sections, paragraphs), sentence structures, 
grammar   

–  Synonyms (two words mean the same), polysemes (one word 
with different meanings)   

–  Importance of context, irony, satire 



•  Analysis of text in a (large) number of documents 

•  Text mining requires simplifying assumptions and cannot 
extract meaning perfectly from text 

•  Text mining incorporates linguistics, statistics, 
mathematics & computer science 

•  Bag of words model: Within each document the text is 
split into words. Every word is treated the same 
irrespective of its position in the document. Relationships 
between words are ignored (at this stage). 

Text mining – basic concepts 



•  Not every word is really relevant: 
–  Some words occur very often, but do not carry much 

information. E.g., “the”, “a”, “of”, “and”, “in”. They are 
stopwords and excluded from the analysis.    

–  Some words occur in one document but most likely not in 
any other. Often these are numbers. E.g., “0.3993” will 
most likely not occur in another document. Such words are 
also excluded. 

–  Some words are different as strings, but mean the same. 
Differences due to grammar. E.g., “originate”, “originates”, 
“originating”. Such terms are changed to their common 
word stem à stemming 

Text mining – basic concepts 



Data sources: „cleaning“ 

15 most frequently 
used words in the 
corpus:  

à after stopword 
removal 

à after stemming 



Data sources: „ranking“ 

The rankings of the terms are surprisingly stable over the years 



•  Shortcoming of the "bag of words" approach is that it 
does not store the relation between terms  

•  From the fact that “real”, “market”, and “estate” are the 
most frequent terms (text corpus) we cannot conclude 
that their combination – “real estate market” – is a key 
topic 

•  Deviation from the bag of words model and identify word 
pairs à dyads – for example “energy efficiency” 

•  Calculating the frequencies of dyads 
     à Leads to the representation of ERES core areas 

Text mining – word pairs 



Overall frequency of dyads 



Dyads: Volatility of ranking 

•  The secondary aspects “energy efficient” and “green 
building” are much more volatile in their position over the 
annual conferences (2012-2017) 

•  “Energy efficient” ranked 20th in 2012, 4th in 2016 and 
30th in 2017 

•  The dyad “green building” ranked 5th in 2012, 38th in 
2015 and dropped out of the top 40 in 2017 



4. ERES-EDU Case 

•  Data mining towards "Energy" AND "Real Estate“ 

•  Extraction of data with all the records (2012-2017),         
in which "energy", "real" and "estate“ appear at the same 
time 

•  Sorted by a score, which is the product of the respective 
number of three terms 

•  68 papers – “energy” appears 272 times 
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